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Th(i influtuico of lijjoar motion and ti’ansvcsrse fsinuRoidal vibrations 
on tlui images of an ineoJiorently illmniuated single bar has been 
studied for variou»s sizes of the central obstnnition of the iiupil. I t  
is found that degradation of tlxo bar sj)read function is more in tJi.e 
ease of traiLSvorse sinusoidal vibrations than in case of linear motion. 
Further, as tlu  ^ size of the centra] obstnu tion is increased, the dele­
terious eff(H‘<ts of motion are seen to be of greater and greater signi- 
ficanoo. hi fact, for hignly oliscurod annular aportimis, the tolerances 
on the image motion appear to l)(u;omo very Stringent. Results 
havo also been obtained for the images of two otlxo]’ isolatcid extended 
()bj(icts, namely a triangle a)\d an object in Ihc sl\apo of a single cycle 
of a pure sinusoid.
1 . Introduotion
Rocontl}?', methods of Fourier optics have been very succesi..f;dly and extensively 
used for the study of images formed by diffraction limited and aberration limited 
optical systems, f t has also been possible to discuss degradations of the images 
due to non optical factors such as image motion etc. by these methods. In this 
communication, wt^  use Fourier optics methods to study the properties of the 
motion degraded bar spread functions.
Single bar analysis Jxas ac<3[uired importance in the assessment of optical 
systems (mly recently. A .single bar is of dirc^ct importance in aerial photography 
as discussed by Brock (1970a) because ihc projected silhoutes of such objects 
as pipes, rails, white road lines, higliways etc., are effectively single bar objects 
and their imagery is of considerable importance The spatial frequency spectrum 
of a single bar turns out to bo the familiar sine function and in the limit single 
bar t^urns out to be an infinitesimally narrow pulse whose spectrum extends at 
a uniform level over all frocpioncies. The Avide spectral band width of a single 
bar provides an explanation for the frequent appearance in aerial photography 
of isolated objects whos(  ^ diamctoi^ is well below t]\o resolution limit. A single 
bar target Jxas also found application as a resolving power test target (Brook
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1970b, Lewis & Hauser 1962). In partioular, the methods of defining and caJ- 
culating the contrast of bar images hare been developed by Charman (1965), 
William (1969) and Sokoloskiy (1973).
In the present work, annular aperture optical systomis are considered. An 
extensive li»st of references dealing with studios of images formed by sucii systems 
is given elsewhere (Singh & DhUlon 1969, Singh Kavathekar 1969, Katti 
et al 1969). Some of the recent studies (jonnected with the application of anuulax* 
aperture systems and the properties of the images formed by tliom arc by Mangus 
& Underwood (1969), Foreman, Jr. et al (1971), McCricjkerd (1971), Powell (1973), 
Pi'ico & Vinter (1973) and T.^ohunko (1974). In  many of the applications 
(Montgomery & Adams 1970, Cameron et al 1971), image motion is a ve.ry 
important factor and severely limits the performance of image forming systems. 
In some cases, techniques for image mention compensation or stabilization have 
been considered by Bottoma et al (1969) and by Bottema & Woodruff (1972). 
Work has also been reported on the influence of motion on image quality using 
third order aberration theory by Bottoma & Woodruff (1971) and by Weatherall 
Rimmer (1972). In the present work, Ave presejit the results of our studies 
on the influence of linear motion and transverse sinu»soidal vibrations on the 
diffraction images of a singh  ^ bar forni(‘d by annular aperture systems. Results 
of similar studies in tho case of two other isolated extended objects, namely a 
triangle and an object having the shape of a single cycle of a pure sinusoid are 
also included.
2. T h e o r y
The image intensity spoctnim I{w) and the object intensity spectrum 0(w;) 
are related by
I(w) — T{w).0{w)f (1)
whore T(w) is the optical transfer function of the system and v) the normalised 
spatial frequemey. The intensity distribution i(v) in the imago is clearly the 
inverse Fourier transform of /(w?) Hence using eq. (1 ) wo get
i(v) J T(w).0(w) exp (ivw)iw. 
-2
(2)
In this equation, v is the distance in t.b,e image plane in diffraction units. Since 
a one dimensional Fouj'ior transform has been Avritten in oq. (2), the formula is 
applicable only to images of one dimensional objects. The object spectrum 
0{w) can be obtained by taking the Fourier transform of the object intensity 
function 0{v) for a single bar. This turns out to be
0(w) — {7!wy^  sin (wL), (3)
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where 2L is the widtJi of the bar as given by Rmgh etal (1972, 1973). Substituting 
oq, (3) in eq. (2) we get
i(v) == 2(7t)“  ^ J T(w) B\n(wL) cos(w)(ie)“^dty. (4)
The optical transfer function of a diffraction limited system may now be 
multiplied by the optical transfer function of the motion to give the transfer 
function of a system affliciod with motion induced image degradations. Hence,
T(w) -  D(w)C(w), (6)
where D{w) is the diffraction limited MTF and C(w) tlui motion MTF. The ex­
pression for D{w) hiJtH been quoted by Singh & "Dhillon (1969) and for an annular 
aperture system with obstruction ratio r/ may be written as
whore
D{w) (l-^7i^yHA+B+C),
A =7r-'i2[cos HW^)-(W2)(1- wW 1 ;
=  0;
B  — 7T“‘^ 2'^ '^ [cos“1(w;/27;)—(t(;/2^)(l—^^ )2/47y3)4J.
- 0;
C =
“  —2?/‘^ +;r“ 2^?; sin0+7r-hl+?/®)0
- 77-12(1 - 9/2)tan"H (l-^/)(l+^)-' tan(^/2];
=  0 ;
In  the aboAT^e expressions
(6)
0 ^  w;/2 <  1 , 
wj2 >  1 .
0 <  1,
wl2r/ >  1 .
0
0 <  w/2 <  (l-i?)/2,
(1-V)I2 <  m)/2
<  (l+ i/)/2,
wj2 >  {1+V)I2.
<j) =  (50S-1[(1+?/2__7^2)/2i/].
Furthc^r, the MTF for linear motion is given by
C(w) =  ainc(7T t^ij), ... (7)
A ^(V te \X F )
te being the time of exposure, v the velocity of image motion, A the wavelength 
of incident radiation and F the /-number of the system. For transverse vibra­
tions, the OTF is given by Trott (1960) as given below
where
where
C(w) — J qIttAw),
A  =  (2/^r/AF),
/  being the focal length of system and ^  the maximum angular movement.
(8)
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We may also mention that the object spectrum for a triangle shaped object 
is given by
0(w) =  sin^ {wL) ... (9)
and for an object in the shape of a single cycle of a pure sinusoid by
0(w) — {2w{7T^ —^w^L^)y^.7TBm(2wL), ... (10)
Object intensity spectrum 0(w) for these two isolated extended objecsts is given 
by Singh & Jain (1972) and by Singh et at (1973). Knovung 0(iu), one can again 
write down the expressions for their motion degraded images following the pro­
cedure outlined above for a bar.
We would also like to mention that our work discusses the degradation of 
bar images in terms of diffraction limited optical systems. This is not only of 
academic interest but the OTF'ti of many real optical systems may be reasonably 
approximated by an equivalent diffraction limited OTF especially if we confino 
ourselves to the portion which lies above the threshold or the lower iisoful value 
of the modulation set by the detecting devic.e o.g., the photographic emulsion 
in aerial photography.
Another complication arises, that is, how does one define and compute 
the modulation of the imagci since any peak value against a background of 0.0 
gives a modulation of 1.0 w.hen calculated according to conventional formalism, 
namely,
Modulation =  {Imax ~  ^nHn)l{Imax+^min)^ (H)
where If^ax is the peak value and Imin is background, Williams (1969) has 
shown that the fijxal modulation of a single bar target of original modulation Mi, 
which is degraded according to some M TF, is eqxial to h.Mi, Here h is the final 
peak value, in normalized intensity units, of an equal size bar image with an 
input intensity and modulation of 1.0 which has been degraded by the same
M.T.F, Therfore, the final modulation of bar images which had an input 
intensity and modulation 1.0 is defined to be their maximum intensity or effec­
tive exposure value, h. Considering this definition as an extension from the 
cases where the input modulation is less than 1 .0, this definition is very clear 
and should not be confused with the complication mentioned above forbidding 
the use of eq. (1 1 ) for single bar analysis. Tt must be noted that this definition 
may be extended to define a longrithmic contrast as was done by Charman
(1965). However, wo characterize our images by the ordinary contrast.
3. Numbkioal Results and Discussions
Intensity distributions were caloulat;ed numerically on an electronic computer 
using a 20-point Gauss Quadrature method. Results of these calculations are
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shown graphically in figures 2-4 for a har width 2L =  2 .0. In  some oases, the 
results in the absencje of image motion (A — 0.0) are also shown for the sake 
of comparison. Figure 1 demonstrates the iiifluenoe of linear image motion on
Fig. 1(a) Irradianoo distribution in the imago of a bar formed by an annular aperture of 
obscuration ratio — 0.26 and for linear imago motion parameter A  =  0.0, 0.6, 
1.0, 1.6, 2.0 .
Fig. 1(b) Same as figure 1(a), 7f =s 0.50.
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b"ig, ](o) Same as figure 1(a), 7/ =  0.76.
tho bar images formed by annular aperture syatoms with obstruction ratio 
7j ^  0.25, 0.50 and 0.75. In all the three oases, it is observed that the secondary 
maxima in the motion free images arising due to diffraction at the annular 
aperture are no longer visible in the motion degraded images. Also as the 
value of 7j increases, the degradations duo to motion are more deleterious than
Fig. 2. Contrast vs linear image motion parameter, — Bar object, * - - object of the shape 
of a jingle cycle of a  ainuBoid,-----------object of the shape of a triang'n,
6
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for small value of This clearly means that comparatively smaller amounts 
of motion are tolerable in cases of systems with high obstruction ratios. In 
figure 2, we have plotted the modulation of the final image as a function of the 
image motion parameters for different obstruction ratios when the object is in
Fig. 3(a) Same os figure 1(a), transverse sinusoidal vibration, parameter A  =  0.0, 0.5, 
1.0, 1.5, 2.0; 1/ «= 0.25.
Fig. 3(b) Same as figure 3(a), i) ^  0.60*
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the form of a single cycle of pure sinusoid, a triangle and a bar. Conclusions 
similar to those derived from figure 1 are applicable in these cases also. I t  must 
also be observed that the differences in the images of these types of isolated 
extended but aperoidic objects are not considerable.
Fig. 3(o) Same as figure 3(a), 7j ^  0.76.
Fig. 4. Same as figure 2 but in case of transverse sinusoidifi vibrations.
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Tlio case of traiiBVfme sinusoidal vibrations is then considered and the results 
of calculations shown graplxically in figure 3 to demonstrate the properties of 
vibration degraded images of a bar. The general trends of the results aro similar 
to those of figure 1 . Tn this case, the degradations are more pronounced with 
the appearance of images showing phase reversals as soon as A  takes up some 
value between 0.5 and 1 .0. Onc(i again, the suppression of secondary characteris­
tic of annular apertures diffraction duo to the presence of transverse sinusoidal 
vibrations should b(^  intcrostingly noted. Figure 4 is similar to figure 2 and shows 
that vibrations and linear motion load to similar types of degradations.
Finally, a cjomparison of figuj’e 2 wit)  ^ figuje 4 reveals that transverse sinu- 
soidal vibrations aie more delototious than lineai" image motion. j
4. CoNCLXJDiNo Remarks
I t  is well known that the transfei function certain optical systems with 
appropriate amplitude filters is very similar to the ttansfe’’ function of annular* 
aperture systems as shown by Katti et al (1970). Hence, the trends for motion 
degraded bar spread functions in these will be similar to our results. Further, 
since the toleraw’es on image motiou turn out to be very stringent for higher 
ohstrucjtion ratios, more sophisticated and efficient image motion compensation 
and stabilization techniques must be developed and used to obtain the full benefit 
of annular aperture diffraction. •
Wo would also like to mention that tire vibration and h:\ear motion degraded 
images of two dimensional objects such as disks, annulii etc. cannot be calculated 
using eq. (5) for the OTF of the total system because in these cases C(w) does not 
possess a rotational symmetry but acquires a certain azimuthal dependence. 
Work is in progress in this direction also.
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